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1. 3Pcs Durable Earphone Cord Winder Cable  

▪ A durable cord winder to organise your earphones.  

▪ Comes in a range of colours to choose from.  

▪ Keep all your cables perfectly in order. 

▪ Has a magnetic design that is handy to use 

▪ High quality magnet keep the cables secure.  

▪ Keeps your desktop tidy. 

▪ A delightful addition in your drawer, closet or cabinets. 

▪ Made of silicon, the cord winder easily wraps around any cable wire.  

▪ Can enclose USB cable, audio cable, earphones etc.  

A perfect mess cleaner cable winder 

When everything around you is a mess, it can certainly put you off within minutes. But not 

anymore! With the discovery of this small gadget, you can now have a clean, tidy and cable-

free space whether it is for your workplace or office. The cord is long enough; about 10 cm 

to tie up all your cables and gives you a much tidier space to work for hours.  

Secure your cables with magnetic sides 

Already wondering what’s so special about this cord winder? Besides being easy-to-use and 

handy, this cord winder comes with magnetic sides that instantly attaches as you wind it 

around the cable, keeping your earphone’s or USB cables secure and in place.  

Organise your cords in a fun way  

This simple and small tool is here to save your life from the cord’s mess that you usually have 

around your workspace. But in a fun way! This tool comes in a range of colours; from pink to 

purple you will find plenty of colourful winders to choose from. This cable winder will help 

you organise your cable wires, keep them tangle free and prevent them from scattering all 

over the place as well as in your handbag in a quick, simple and fun way.  

 

All those who want a compact and cool earphone cord wire cable should buy this piece now. 
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2. 5 Grids Storage Basket for Drawer Organisation - Perfect for Socks, Under 

Garments, etc.  

▪ A clean and smart way to organise your lingerie.  

▪ This grid basket perfectly fits into your drawer, closet and cabinets.  

▪ Save time by keeping your socks, gloves, handkerchiefs and other inner wears in 

place.  

▪ Comes in stylish design, graceful colours, and in 5 sections, making the overall basket 

appear elegant and exquisite.  

▪ Has 5 cells to keep all your important stuff safe in one place so that you don’t have to 

rush around the house searching for your things.  

▪ A rectangular storage box made out of plastic is lightweight and that makes it super-

convenient to use.  

▪ Comes in a range of beautiful and exciting colours.  

Your go-to organiser for small stuff  

Tired of your closet being a mess? Your search ends here because this organiser is going to 

save you all the hassle of looking for your small stuff such as gloves, inner wear, socks, 

handkerchiefs, towels, bras, undergarments etc. Dump all your small garments in here every 

time you run out of time to organise your closet and yet find them whenever you need them.  

Versatile organiser that fits anywhere  

Besides being firm and long lasting, this compact organiser can easily fit even in smallest 

closets and drawers. Perfect for men, women and kids alike, it is versatile and multi-purpose 

storage basket and can be kept anywhere in your bedroom’s vanity drawer, kitchen, office 

cabinets or even bathrooms.  

Wash it or dust it-your choice  

The storage design and style allow you to clean and wash the entire basket easily without 

any difficulty. Use a mild soap or detergent with warm water and dip the basket in. Take it 

out after a few minutes and you have a clean and tidy organiser like a new one. Also, you can 

dust it with a duster if on alternate days.  

 

Looking for a small and organized storage basket, this grid basket is perfect for your room. 
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3. Stainless & Easy-to-Use Garlic/Ginger Presser  

▪ A stainless steel ginger/garlic presser to help you crush ginger and garlic within 

seconds.  

▪ Simple tool specifically designed to save your time and energy. 

▪ This kitchen tool is eco-friendly and suitable to use in kitchens and restaurants. 

▪ Comes in a black handle made to give it an elegant look and can easily fit in your 

palm.  

▪ The comfortable plastic makes it more handy and convenient to use for mincing 

garlic and ginger. 

▪ This magical kitchen tool makes chopping and crushing super-easy and hence 

cooking does not seem tough.  

Make cooking easy-peasy  

Cooking seems like a daunting task to almost all of us especially because it involves a lot of 

chopping, cutting, and crushing. What if we tell you we have just the right solution for you? 

All thanks to the invention of this life-saving kitchen tool, now you can have your main 

ingredients like ginger and garlic crushed within split of seconds. Wonderful, right? So, cook 

your favourite dishes effortlessly! 

Great gift for your foodie/ chef friend  

Surprise your foodie friends by gifting them an amazing tool that certainly works like a magic 

wand in cooking food. What could be more thoughtful than that? This ginger/garlic presser 

will make their cooking experience effortless and less complicated. All they would have to do 

is, simply put this tool on top of garlic and rock it back and forth and there you go. You have 

crushed garlic and ginger.  

Keep your hands odourless and fresh smelling 

You don’t want your hands smell of garlic and garlic, right? This garlic/ ginger presser not 

only makes cooking easy but also keep your hands clean and fresh smelling all the time. This 

kitchen tool is specifically designed for people who love to cook without having their hands 

telling the entire world that they have just crushed a garlic.  

 

Cook your favourite dishes without any hassle adding this ginger presser to your cart and 

save your time. 
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4. Number Moulds for Decorating Birthday, Anniversary Cakes (Several sizes)  

▪ Made out of plastic, these number cake moulds will become your favourite moulds to 

use every time.  

▪ Celebrate your loved ones’ birthday by decorating a cake representing their number 

of birthday.  

▪ This fun baking tool makes baking and icing the cake entertaining, amusing, and 

enjoyable.  

▪ Non-sticky and easy to use number cake moulds are made with high quality plastic 

suitable to keep in fridge, micro, gas or electric oven.  

▪ Number moulds are designed to provide consistent heat that distributes evenly 

throughout the mould for excellent baking results.  

▪ Convenient to wash with hands, take warm soapy water, dip it in and then dry for 

thorough cleaning.  

Make your birthday memorable with number cake moulds  

How amazing it is to bake the number of your birthday. Make your celebrations creative and 

amusing by baking cake in these number cake moulds. Decorate number cakes with 

delicious frostings and make your celebration unforgettable.  

Impressive number cakes  

Satisfy your sweet cravings in an artistic way by having a piece of delicious number cakes. 

Impress your loved one right away by celebrating their anniversary, birthday or any special 

date by presenting a cake that reminds them when it actually happened. Use these sturdy yet 

unique number moulds creatively (interchange number 6 and 9) and have a seamless baking 

experience.  

A thoughtful gift for professional bakers  

Celebrating anniversaries and birthday parties in your hotel is more fun now. Designed to 

extend the baking experience of talented and skilled bakers, these number cake moulds will 

serve as a helpful tool for professional bakers working in restaurants and hotels or even 

amateur bakers who have just started with baking. Make it special for your guests by using 

some fun cake moulds that are absolutely natural and safe to use.  

 

Amaze your guests buying these number moulds for decorating the cakes. Add it to your 

cart today! 
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5. Convenient Micro Garlic and Ginger Grinder  

▪ Fast and easy-to-use micro grinder swiftly grinds ginger and garlic without much 

effort. 

▪ This ginger grinder makes slicing of delicate and small pieces of ginger and garlic 

quick as well as speedy.  

▪ No more smell of ginger and garlic from your hands since you don’t have to hold the 

piece of garlic in your hand.  

▪  The stainless steel material of this handy kitchen tool makes it durable, sturdy and 

long lasting.   

▪ Impeccable for people who spend most of their time in kitchen cooking dishes for 

their loved ones.  

▪ Micro ginger and garlic grinder is multi-purpose and can be used for slicing, grating, 

crushing and pressing garlic.  

Say bye to stinky hands  

Protect your hands from stinking smell of garlic and ginger by using this multi-purpose, all-

in-one grater, slicer, and crusher. Keep your hands fresh and clean and let the micro grinder 

do all the efforts. It’s light weight design and sturdy body makes it easy to control and 

handle.  

Cook with fresh ginger/ garlic  

When mincing and crushing becomes so easy, you will no longer find yourself cooking with 

previously stored garlic and ginger. Give an all-new deliciousness to your dishes with freshly 

minced garlic and a new twist to your sauces and dips. With this wonderful micro 

ginger/garlic grinder, look forward to cook with fresh ingredients.  

A tool handy for every household  

This quality tool comes with attached blades that makes grinding garlic quick and swift.   

Portable and multifunctional, this grinder is designed to save you time and a lot of effort. 

From fast working to assuring safety, this kitchen device is every chefs’ dream tool. 

Therefore, this easily manageable and dreamlike tool should not be missing from your 

cabinets or kitchen counter.  

Get your hands on this easy-to-use garlic and ginger grinder today and make your cooking 

preps hassle-free. 
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